SEAZ OA Intergroup 2015 Vision and Goals
WSBC	
  2014	
  Vision:	
  Increase	
  focus	
  on	
  actions	
  required	
  for	
  abstinence	
  

WSBC	
  2015	
  Vision:	
  Increase	
  focus	
  on	
  the	
  necessity	
  of	
  working	
  all	
  12	
  steps	
  
WSBC	
  2016	
  Vision:	
  Increase	
  focus	
  on	
  individual’s	
  responsibility	
  to	
  carry	
  the	
  message	
  

Goal
1.Service is a
pathway to
abstinence
Discuss at
Intergroup Jan,
May, and Sept	
  
2.Education is a
pathway to
abstinence.
Discuss at
Intergroup Feb,
Jun, and Oct	
  

3.Strong meetings
and Committees is
a pathway to
abstinence
Discuss at
Intergroup Mar,
July, and Nov	
  

Suggested Tasks
1. Create a 12 Step workshop or series of workshops with a
focus on the necessity of working all 12 steps.
2. Pitch to participate with an all hands on deck approach-an IR
for every group, a Chairperson for every Committee, and a
Sponsor for every newcomer (or person in need).
3. Create a Service workshop.

1. Every quarter (Jan, Apr, Jul, Oct) the Newsletter Chairs
solicit an article written by an Intergroup member.
2. Pursue the donation of OA 12X12s and other OA approved
literature to Pima County Library system.
3. Present WSO workshop on Difference between Abstinence
and A Plan of Eating.
1. Urge group meetings to complete the Strong Meetings
Checklist.
2. Arrange visits to groups without an IR and/or outside of
Tucson groups to help them understand the importance of
their involvement in and feedback to SEAZ Intergroup.
•
•
•

Strong Meeting Checklist
How Intergroup works
Vision and Goals

3. Create a year-long effort to find out how newcomers heard
about us and what got them into a meeting.
4. Financial Health
is a pathway to
abstinence.
Discuss at
Intergroup Apr,
Aug, and Dec	
  
	
  

1. Create ads about 7th Tradition for the Desert Recovery
newsletter and use the catch phrase “Give as if your life
depends on it”.
2. Monitor group meetings for group treasurer knowledge of 7th
Tradition, suggested 60(Intergroup)/30(WSO)/10(Region3)
split, and use of group numbers on checks/donation forms.
3. Intergroup donations to WSO and Region 3.

